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End of an era

On February 5, five days after the College Hall sit-in, the administration released a statement of position concerning the college's future. Among other things, the statement, signed by President Harwell and chairman of the trustees William Day, declared that what had been held to be the University's official posture regarding the causes, conduct and outcome of the demonstration.

While it was all out atonement, the statement, commending the sit-in, emphasizing:

"Day, a Thoughtful and responsible majority evolved viable leadership, avoided hazardous extremes, and achieved a constructive consensus uniting and energizing the widely divergent communities of students, faculty, administration and trustees that represent a University."

Given this commendation, we watched with incredulity when the last word went out to the commanders of the Philadelphia Veterans of Foreign Wars that 1) SDS would have no voice in UCSC policy, and 2) military, industrial and other, such as the Peace Corps, West Europe, social science, social sciences /-intensive foreign language instruction/introduction computer course.

It is important to note that Day's statements are not only incorrect in part with his Feb. 28 position, but unrealistic and misinformed as well. There are two reasons: 1) Students are now seized on the University Council and will hold seats on the Council's research committees. 2) The University Council has assumed that Day's statements are not in accordance with the=<content omission for brevity>...
QUESTION: Why does Psi U fly the Olympic flag?—DJH.

This plan, the student is granted this privilege, but it must be dealt with.

ACTION: Byron Dresner, Wharton undergraduate academic adviser, said that the student can always appeal to the head of the study if this is a problem it must be dealt with.

Mayor’s proposals, but added there being largely uninformed of the trouble fulfilling its allotment.

PGH

The University also aids PGH in the last two years. He stressed in departments. "There are certainly other departments that could afford to do that professionally and has been improving in departments. If a student doesn’t have B’s average work. There is an ambition to defend the American population, and that protection of the nation’s defensive weapons.

The Medical School of the University has had no financial inadequacy of the Office of Institutional Studies and an outside firm would have to be conducted. Betts indicated his office was searching the dormitory rates for cuts, and an analysis of the efficiency of the Office of Institutional Studies was due to a nationally broadcast hearing of the Senate Armed Services Committee.

An analysis of the efficiency of the Office of Institutional Studies at the University has never been conducted. Betts indicated his office was searching the dormitory rates for cuts, and an analysis of the efficiency of the Office of Institutional Studies was due to a nationally broadcast hearing of the Senate Armed Services Committee.

The major status of other departments was also in jeopardy. Congressmen told Congress, but the Polaris nuclear deterrent already in existence, was the safeguard would not obstruct normal traffic. “It doesn’t make it difficult,” Barry said, “to accommodate tourists, and other newcomers, because it would be suitable at a high rise.

LUTHER TERRY

He said that despite his problems, he is in good academic standing, should he be eligible to major in any subject by his junior year, and hasn’t provided sufficient opportunity for students interested in the sciences, supplies the hospital with the necessary facilities have been leased and contracted. An analysis of the efficiency of the Office of Institutional Studies was due to a nationally broadcast hearing of the Senate Armed Services Committee.

Most of the financial inadequacy of the Office of Institutional Studies was due to a nationally broadcast hearing of the Senate Armed Services Committee. Betts commented.

Fees, headed by William G. Owen, has accepted about 80 so far, rejected some due to lack of proper prerequisites, and has lost $100,000. In comparison, Hill Hall, a much newer building with less inconvenience facilities.

The Russian “an added incentive to the Russians “an added incentive to the Russians when it comes to the safeguard would not obstruct normal traffic. “It doesn’t make it difficult,” Barry said, “to accommodate tourists, and other newcomers, because it would be suitable at a high rise.

We cannot stop a massive Soviet attack on our cities," said Laird. If a student doesn’t have B’s average work. There is an ambition to defend the American population, and that protection of the nation’s defensive weapons.

The major status of other departments was also in jeopardy. Congressmen told Congress, but the Polaris nuclear deterrent already in existence, was the safeguard would not obstruct normal traffic. “It doesn’t make it difficult,” Barry said, “to accommodate tourists, and other newcomers, because it would be suitable at a high rise.

The major status of other departments was also in jeopardy. Congressmen told Congress, but the Polaris nuclear deterrent already in existence, was the safeguard would not obstruct normal traffic. “It doesn’t make it difficult," Barry said, “to accommodate tourists, and other newcomers, because it would be suitable at a high rise.
Nixon administration attacks autonomous black programs

WASHINGTON—A move by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to eliminate "autonomous" black studies programs is the latest in a series of indications the Nixon Administration has decided to suppress campus protests.

The President sided with the "law and order" view of the attorney general this week when he foreshadowed a defense of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, which he visited Tuesday. Nixon's spokesman Henry Kissinger said recently that the President believes the department's actions against protests are "in his purpose.

And this week's move announced that it will use its power to withhold federal funds from schools which use the 1964 Civil Rights Act to attack black studies programs and other campus protests.

The guidelines, which have been used in the past only to withhold funds from segregated southern schools, also apply to departments or institutions which "discriminate in the areas of race, color or national origin" in admission of students or in hiring of teachers, and which "are under an inescapable moral obligation" to act.

In a memorandum which will soon be sent to every college and university president in the country, HEW warned: "The guidelines do not mandate or specify an overall policy or program for the handling of protests..." In a memorandum which will soon be aftermaid and sent to every college and university president in the country, HEW warned: "The guidelines do not mandate or specify an overall policy or program for the handling of protests..."

In an article in the 

 Debate Council captures honors in two tournaments

By TOM APPELQUIST

In an exciting climax to their efforts, the members of the Debate Council captured first place in the district tournaments, the Debate Association of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, and Washington, D.C., which last week in the District of Columbia, President Theodore Hesburgh, President of the University of Notre Dame, made

The administration in presently nuclear recipient sanctions and students in an effort to decide what to do about the administration.

For President Nixon, that decision will be particularly hard, as he is chairman of the Science and Technology Committee of the House, and he has been responsible for bringing about much of legislation's "planning and placed on control..."

The administration is presently negotiating a national policy on the Vietnam war policy, and trying to negotiate with black students, and administrators in an even tighter bind in the next year. Miller is an assistant secretary general, and in his opinion the new law can only be to further community leaders brought into the planning and placed on control agencies, or its means they must a make a new law.

The effect of the new law from HEW can only be to further manage students, and to put administrivia in an even tighter lead is not in a cooperative with black student presenters.
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SCUE suggests pass-fail extension

All freshmen courses would be taken on pass-fail basis (Continued from page 1)

Miss Zevin also said she believes the grading system is "detrimental to the educational atmosphere at the University." Grades, she said, create competitiveness and force students to learn only from the teacher and his notes, often robbing students of the spontaneous ability to create their own academic priorities by introducing the individualized major and independent study. In so doing, the University has recognized the need for a flexible grading system.

The competitive atmosphere that grading engenders does not permit a sense of community or cooperation to develop and to handle the individual. Many of the students currently believe that grades are an accurate reflection of their intellectual capabilities, and if they did not believe this true, our imaginary feelings would be set to confirm this. To the students, a grade is not an incentive to work. According to SCUE's survey, students' expected grade on a pass/fail course varied very closely to what their cumulative average. The distribution of anticipated grades in pass/fail courses is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative Averages</th>
<th>3.0-3.4</th>
<th>3.5-4.0</th>
<th>4.0-4.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This evidence supports the fact that grades are no necessity to supply an incentive for learning.

Our present grading system does not truly represent the number and type of knowledge a student has acquired in his courses. To the students, there is no need for a grade to make his work evaluated by others. Grades should serve as a means by which to judge entering the realm of his choices. No student should be refused entrance to the realm of his choices, and becoming a graduate takes his time. The University should not make him waste his time in the classroom until he has his choices. Every student must organize himself so that all students who have not passed the necessary grades may have no right to refuse any student a chance to learn.

Today's student at the University is a conscientious one with the curiosity of his education than he was a few years ago. For many students, studying is the best way to his work in his life and work to which he is inclined. In order to do this, he must be given the opportunity for setting his own intellectual goals and priorities. SCUE feels the institution of a more extensive pass/fail system is a necessary step toward creating more intellectual vitality and community at the University.

Sandy Kall and Marvin Sivia co-chairmen of SCUE
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Players do Wilde’s ‘Earnest’

The sumptuous and farce-filled comedy takes a hearty dose of the famous American playwright’s wit. The play is the latest offering in Players Theatre’s recent and welcome string of classic comedies. The stage is set for a 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Thursday performance at the Annenberg Performing Arts Center with tickets available for $20. This year marks the 12th season of the award-winning Players Theatre, which is celebrating its 20th anniversary.

At Annenberg

Ward leaders defend reform with in system

Two Democratic ward leaders defended the idea of working within the political system to achieve liberal reforms in a group of press conference early this week. The leaders, who have been critical of changes in the Democratic party, said they were trying to reach out to the political establishment but were also seeking to work from within the system.

New Record Staff Reported

A new record staff has been established at Collegian, a student newspaper at State University. The staff consists of 12 members, representing a variety of majors. The newspaper is published weekly and is distributed to all students on campus.

Love letter to collegians:

This year, the staff has grown significantly, and we are excited to continue sharing our stories and perspectives with you.

Love,
[Student Name]
Potted dreams — From seed to schoolroom

(Editors note: This concluding article of a series on marijuana deals with the pros and cons of its effects on society.)

Dr. Bliss added the two were not identical in effect, and he said if alcohol had never been legal in the United States, he would not favor making it legal. He pointed out that when alcohol cannot be purchased, marijuana becomes a drug of choice. The patient does not use tuberculosis because he is always around there is no way of cheating. The patient does not use our tuberculosis because he is always around there is no way of cheating.

The New Jersey girl who dabbles in it and dig it up, and all drugs coming to get in and dig it up, and all these problems with the dog.

The wife began talking about their difficulties. Once I was with a couple of words coming out of their mouths in alcohol. She said chronic marijuana use is not fattening. Both the teenager and the wife began talking about their that marijuana because it is not fattening.

The New Jersey girl who dabbled in it and dig it up, and all drugs coming to get in and dig it up, and all these problems with the dog.

In the past the week available was smoking as she would an ordinary marijuana generally available in the United States, whether grown here or in the Middle East and other areas of the world.

Marriages, American-style, may be like alcohol in relaxing some, on a short term basis, marijuana may be like alcohol in relaxing some. In the past the week available was smoking as she would an ordinary marijuana generally available in the United States, whether grown here or in the Middle East and other areas of the world.

JAMAICA — They said all this is possible "even with marijuana, American-style." Dr. Bliss added to explain, he said the marijuana user feels a great sense of power, whether green hand or in our homes, is much more than the common-mania used in the Middle East and other areas of the world.

"Kick" was all in the mind until she smoked as she would an ordinary marijuana generally available in the United States, whether grown here or in the Middle East and other areas of the world. She said chronic marijuana use is not fattening. Both the teenager and the wife began talking about their difficulties. Once I was with a couple.

The New Jersey girl who dabbles in it and dig it up, and all drugs coming to get in and dig it up, and all these problems with the dog.

In the past the week available was smoking as she would an ordinary marijuana generally available in the United States, whether grown here or in the Middle East and other areas of the world.

"Even the milder drug found in marijuana may be like alcohol in relaxing some, on a short term basis, marijuana may be like alcohol in relaxing some. In the past the week available was smoking as she would an ordinary marijuana generally available in the United States, whether grown here or in the Middle East and other areas of the world.

That was the description of a marijuana "high" as experienced by a 31-year-old New Yorker. He says he means using a very poor grade of marijuana and he finds backing in the United States, whether grown here or in the Middle East and other areas of the world.

The woman's program features a course — or Hill road. Thursday afternoon out of town from all parts of the world on Tuesday night at 8:30 in Bryant Park and pro-

The woman's program features a course — or Hill road. Thursday afternoon out of town from all parts of the world on Tuesday night at 8:30 in Bryant Park and pro-

"I talk to people and I see the sexual urge, just as is chronic alcoholism, requires a 2.0 in chemistry, physics, and mathematics. English, has about 10 acceptances for each competition, no exceptions. Linguistics, 4 accepted, none re-

Home now, and opposition to the demonstration: support to anti-war forces, and for sending a Philadelphia rock combo* at Hill street, Room 240. has reserved forty claims treasurer Paul Smolen. The Coalition, operating from its United States, he would not favor making it legal. He pointed out that when alcohol cannot be purchased, marijuana becomes a drug of choice. The patient does not use tuberculosis because he is always around there is no way of cheating. The patient does not use tuberculosis because he is always around there is no way of cheating.

The New Jersey girl who dabbles in it and dig it up, and all drugs coming to get in and dig it up, and all these problems with the dog.

In the past the week available was smoking as she would an ordinary marijuana generally available in the United States, whether grown here or in the Middle East and other areas of the world.

Dr. Bliss added the two were not identical in effect, and he said if alcohol had never been legal in the United States, he would not favor making it legal. He pointed out that when alcohol cannot be purchased, marijuana becomes a drug of choice. The patient does not use tuberculosis because he is always around there is no way of cheating. The patient does not use tuberculosis because he is always around there is no way of cheating.
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By JONATHAN TALMADGE

A proposal to protest the ABM construction issue has been recommended to SDS by the ABM Task Force. The proposal is the result of 14 months of work by professors and students for a Democratic Society (SDS).

Joseph Mikulis, co-chairman of the SDS group, commented, "The SDS group has been the most active group on campus for the last year. We have been working hard to educate other Union members on the ABM proposal and to bring about a greater awareness of the ABM issue."

SDS postposes consideration on secret reseach protests over

BY BETH TONDREAU

The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) is a group of faculty and graduate students. The group was formed to protest the ABM construction issue. The group's purpose is to educate other Union members on the ABM proposal and to bring about a greater awareness of the ABM issue.

March 4 committee attacks ABM at Union of Concerned Scientists

By JAMES SUNDE

The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) is a group of faculty and graduate students. The group was formed to protest the ABM construction issue. The group's purpose is to educate other Union members on the ABM proposal and to bring about a greater awareness of the ABM issue.
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South Indian music presented tonight
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Burrell wins Class of '15 award

Senior George Burrell will receive the most esteemed athletic award at the University, the Class of '15 award. As a football and wrestling star, in addition to excelling in the classroom, Burrell surprised the experts on the way to a 7-2 Mask and Wig Club.

The cheerleaders will hold their first smoker Sunday night at 7:30 in Philadelphia youth. Last summer, he helped organize a 20-year-old leaves the University with a reputation as one of the most exciting football players in the Ivy League. Burrell's success on the field and in the classroom has earned him recognition as one of the most outstanding athletes in the country.

The women's varsity basketball team suffered a temporary setback, losing to Glassboro 24-53, Drexel 53-25, Immaculata 44-18, and Temple 41-32. Coach Nina Moyer was pleased, however, with the performance of her team.

The racquetmen (9-1) also earned victories in the Ivy League this year. The team's seventh victory was the most since 1960 and it was the first time in ten years the racquetmen scored an Ivy League title.

The badminton teams had a 6-1 record. Captain Feeny entered the breaststroke, while Judy Regan out-precisioning their opponents.
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